Preface
I can't remember when I started doing it. Every time I visit a second-hand bookstore, I head to the business section to look for self-help manuals. The particular style I like is addressed to wannabe executives struggling to get their act together. The frank titles and bold fonts cut to the chase: Getting Things Done. Stress and the Manager. Leave the Office Earlier. How to Get Control of Your Time and Your Life. The melodrama of corporate careers, life-job conflicts, and endless bureaucratic bloat transpired in an entertaining yet poignant way. Initially, the books provided solutions to a world of work that I barely knew. I had not personally experienced many of the issues that were commonplace in the authors' stories, which were based on the anxieties that so many others apparently faced. I read to overcome my own lack of exposure to the culture of office life. Perhaps this curiosity came from growing up in an extremely remote place, with no real work culture to speak of, such that the idea of an organizational career seemed completely strange. And yet, over the years that my purchasing practice grew in to the text you are now reading, the dilemmas recounted in my time management guides became increasingly -indeed, painfully -familiar.
When I started buying used self-help books, it seemed nothing more than a perverse side hobby. One day I might have a chance to apply my literary training to these works and write about time management as a genre, I figured. The formulaic advice imparted by productivity gurus fascinated me, especially given how often they simply repackage already well-known tips. If the point of the books is to impart the secrets of prox Preface fessional success, how secret can they be? I wondered. How does this insatiable industry for productivity continue trading on essentially unchanging insights? I concluded that the function of the books has to be something other than purely practical or we would never need so many versions of the same advice. The consolation readers find in the idea of productivity is the real basis of my interest: the pleasure entertained in the fantasy that time can be managed.
Time management manuals bear all the hallmarks of the definition of genre that I learned from Graeme Turner, among other scholars of popular culture. A genre is a predictable narrative that provides satisfying imaginary resolutions to persistent social contradictions. Like the fairy-tales from which they typically emerge, genres have the function of acknowledging what is unacceptable or difficult about the organization of a world, only to conclude with an enlightened reassertion of the status quo. The implications of this principle for the politics of contemporary labor form the substance of my analysis in this book. Delivering productivity pedagogy to isolated readers, time management genres have assisted in the dissolution of collective action against the structural transformations to knowledge work over many decades. Their optimistic formulas simulate a structure for "immaterial" workloads -the unquantifiable labors that mid-rank professionals perform to maintain ongoing employment. Productivity instruction is the hokey Band-Aid covering much deeper problems that affect the way work is arranged in the present. And it is here that I must mention another guiding factor in this book's development: the discovery of self-help guides in my mother's library after she died of cancer. Sandra Gregg (formerly De Soza) was a teacher, a first-generation university graduate from a conservative working-class family. She had few immediate role models for managing a career that involved commuting between an island home on a sheep farm and a job teaching high school girls in the city. The fact that self-development books appeared on her shelf seemed proof to me that a degree of stress attended her characteristically graceful composure for an unknown amount of time. I will always wonder whether work-related anxiety contributed to her persistent illness and whether a different way to organize her schedule would have helped.
As I have come to reflect on this project, the trauma of unexpected death, my acquisitive practice, and the topic of time management appear to be intricately linked. I now realize that this book is a culmination of many densely buried habits of coping with the disruptive change that my mother's passing precipitated. I expressed some of these suspicions in a blog post following the first complete draft of the manuscript. I wrote to process the surprising outpouring of emotion that came over me when I submitted the book to my patient editor. It was not the typical relief of getting an overdue deadline off my back. Instead it was a vast wave of grief that cascaded out of my body as I meditated alone one evening.
In the concluding parts of this book, I explore some of the reasons that this experience of purging and loss may have arrived when I was also extremely happy to have laid something important to rest. The actual blog post I include as a postscript.
Introduction
The Productivity Imperative
Counterproductive explores how productivity emerged as a way to think about workplace performance at the turn of the twentieth century and its ongoing consequences for the administration of labor today. This history of time management -in theory and in practice -offers an account of the philosophical underpinnings for productivity, a reappraisal of its original premises, and a set of provocations regarding its ongoing relevance in the modern workplace. At a macro level, productivity is the principal metric used in domestic economic modeling and forecasts for enterprise efficiency. But as my previous research has shown, for the many workers involved in information and communication services, productivity is also experienced as an archly personal, everyday concern. 1 A dwindling supply of secure, predictable jobs, combined with a cutthroat job market for heavily indebted college graduates, creates pressure to prove one's ongoing value. For the generations making a living in the shadow of the Organization, the productivity imperative is an intimate interpellation. 2 It is the cumulative effect of corporate costcutting measures that urge employees to "do more with less" and "work smarter, not harder." 3 A significant contradiction exists in the aspiration to be productive when statistics reflect a decline in salaried compensation relative to corporate earnings. According to the McKinsey Institute, the present generation of workers has little hope of achieving the level of wealth of their parents. 4 In the United States, vast inequalities persist between workers within and across states, split between low-wage service work and highly compensated technical trades. 5 The outsourcing of "mental" as much as "manual" labor involves evacuating middle-class jobs to the lowest global bidder. 6 Given these circumstances, it seems timely to ask: to what end do we need to be productive -for our own good or for our managers'? Who are our bosses, anyway, in a world of decentralized, algorithmic labor? Is productivity even the right measure for work when jobs with discrete, measurable outputs may be in decline?
These questions, while worthy of analysis in their own right, arise from a set of unresolved issues that linger from my previous book, Work's Intimacy, for which Counterproductive may stand as a prequel. Both books seek a language to explain why apparently privileged people work as often and as hard as they do. 7 My earlier analysis found that information professionals derive a compelling degree of pleasure from the performance of productivity, at times to the detriment of other personal or social interests. The current book is prompted by this historical curiosity, in which workers learn to "do what they love" in the service of others' profit. 8 I want to provide a backstory for today's heady narratives of passion exercised through work.
To do this, I focus on one resilient trait. Counterproductive shows how time mastery became a defining quality of professionals over an extended historical period, remaining constant through successive waves of managerial discourse. 9 The imposition of temporal regimes through efficiency engineering directed the affective intensity of labor accomplishment in two ways: first, toward heroic individual feats for external measurement, and later, toward inwardly generated methods of selfscrutiny and enhancement. This gradual adjustment to productivity as common sense was a necessary reconfiguration of attitudes toward self and work performance. It was the principal means by which management regimes upended the default assumption of labor politics -namely, that solidarity and power are formed through the collective imposition of work limits.
From the earliest instances of time management in the factory to the software that facilitates disparate schedules today, the following chapters show how the productivity imperative separated workers from one another by assuming a logical order of privilege. Valuable jobs became concentrated at the top of the organizational hierarchy, accruing ever greater status, while tasks deemed trivial were delegated or outsourced to subordinates. Productivity logic thus sanctions those whose labor is regarded as vital in advancing the spirit of enterprise and justifies the ability to offload mundane matters to others. This is the way in which we can say that productivity is hegemonic in the modern workplace: efficiency thinking normalizes asociality and asymmetry in the guise of appropriate professional conduct. To overcome this way of organizing labor requires a fundamental reckoning with the legacy of the corporate firm and the practices inherited from industrialization.
As we will see, much of this history is gendered. In the Fordist era, the executive-secretary was the standard delegation couplet, part of a comprehensive sexual contract that required women's poorly compensated participation. 10 In feminism's aftermath, contemporary productivity technologies displace the ongoing trauma arising from the death of the secretary. 11 Today's startups openly celebrate the delegation dynamic and the beauty of software-led servitude: "By far our most common service," says Ted Roden of the task-harvesting website Fancy Hands, "is making phone calls for people. Calling a restaurant, for example, to change a reservation that was really hard to get in the first place -that's the sort of thing that most of us would like to hand off to someone else, but until now couldn't find anyone willing to do it." 12 The gradual retreat of the office secretary in the service of others' productivity is here offset by technologies that continue the same tradition of entitled delegation. The digital personal assistant -the TaskRabbit, the Uber driver, and the Turk worker -is the technical means by which class privilege can be maintained despite widespread occupational insecurity. 13 For an elite demographic of professionals, technology provides both the techniques (skills) and the technics (infrastructure) that enable the practice of productivity.
14 Digital platforms offer a system for interchangeable tasks and a simulated management function that offsets the need to identify work limits. This process is captured in the tagline for the popular productivity package Evernote, whose premium upgrade "keeps your progress predictable, even when the workday isn't." 15 Technology's dependable role is likewise evident in innovations such as Humin, an app that its website claims "remembers all the tiny details about how and where you met someone" -much like an old-school secretary. In each case, a device running a program ensures elegance in social encounters, especially when status and credibility are at stake.
managIng PrecarIty
For its middle-class users, productivity software offers a reassuring if topical salve for a period of perceived ontological volatility. Time management tools are material and psychological support for jobs and careers that are felt to be unstable, improvised, and forever running at a frantic pace. Efforts to control time are a way to cope with this condition of so-called precarity, which many scholars consider the defining character of our contemporary moment. 16 By focusing on genres of time management, my analysis continues the work of critics such as Lauren Berlant, especially the textual examples she reads as symptoms of the impasse that post-Fordism represents to notions of "the good life." 17 The very prospect of a salaried lifestyle is just one aspect of the broader paradigm of social security institutionalized, albeit briefly, in the postwar settlement. Paying attention to productivity technologies, and the social practice of delegation in particular, we can see that insecure work seems pervasive now only because it is experienced by growing numbers of workers whose time was once managed by others. 18 For the many partially employed gig workers, contract staff, and laborers who make a living at the will of suppliers, contingency has always been the lived condition of employment. These qualifications are essential to adequately describe the stakes of a globally mediated and persistently racialized division of labor today. 19 In the case of the salaried workers who are my primary focus, devolved hierarchies, mobile technology and the push for more flexible working hours mean that time is experienced differently than the iconic 9 -5 regime. 20 The fetish for collaboration in large and small organizations renders working days subject to individual calendars and dispositions. Schedules become battle zones of alignment between distributed peers in teams, adding a layer of coordination to what had previously been taken-for-granted office presence. 21 This decentralized professional milieu is less a matter of increasing busyness among workers as it is the logistical nightmare of achieving synchronicity. In the words of Judy Wajcman, this is a problem not of time but of timing. 22 Wajcman's empirical evidence demonstrates that time pressure results from multiple converging elements. Among the relevant factors, she lists an increase in the volume of work expected of employees; an increase in temporal disorganization as worker and workplace lose their innate proximity; and the phenomenon of temporal density. The latter is the intensification of job function when multitasking and moving between different tasks becomes ingrained. 23 The psychological toll of windows, tabs and feeds filtering through devices, on top of the already hectic pace of meetingheavy corporate cultures, creates a feeling of perennial context switch. Today's productivity performances are therefore characterized by the porousness of work's physical and temporal architectures, exacerbated by new technologies and platforms. Subsequent chapters reveal how previous examples of efficiency engineering also reflect their own particular socioeconomic and technological circumstances.
There are challenges in identifying an accurate or appropriate class subject for the user of productivity tools. This is not a conceptual quibble; nor is it an apology for neglecting to incorporate user studies as part of my method in later chapters. The changing manifestation of class identity is precisely the impetus for my broader project. Along with a number of recent scholars, I maintain that one's relationship to time is a primary means by which power is experienced. Temporal sovereignty -"the ability to choose how you allocate your time," according to Wajcman -is a historically specific form of freedom. 24 And as Sarah Sharma illustrates, Figure I .1 Digital platforms for gig work trade on an idea of productivity that normalizes delegation as the marker of professional success.
in the current geography of labor, temporal awareness is politically necessary to recognize "how one's management of time has the potential to further diminish the time of others." 25 My specific approach builds on these insights to suggest that the activity of time management is a way to displace anxiety about a much larger concern than mere productivity. The bigger issue that aestheticized activity avoids is the sense that we may have reached the end of a certain kind of salaried worker, whose experience of time on the terms of the Organization served as an enduring index of modernity. Efforts to achieve productivity are in this sense prompted by nostalgia for a time that a clock or a stopwatch could determine and define our orientation to a job. The metrics that would replace this form of solace regarding work's completion, as much as its victories, continue to evade us. Counterproductive therefore conveys the pointlessness of the quest for productivity in today's workplaces, given the general inability of labor activists to articulate an effective "chronopolitics." 26 Understanding the futility of salaried productivity in a world of 1 percent profiteers is a vital perspective for labor activists and scholars to grasp. This realization matters regardless of whether we are in fact witnessing a decline in the number of ongoing salaried jobs, which is much debated and generally difficult to assess in a dynamic global economy. It also explains why the practice of productivity is not limited to knowledge workers, even though time-management techniques are best understood within the confines of a very particular history of whitecollar affect. 27 Productivity concerns effectively mediate the sense of apprehension that Richard Sennett ascribes to all work cultures "emphasizing constant risk," in which "past experience seems no guide to the present." 28 Counterproductive approaches these modern maladies by way of a legacy story, a reenactment of the discursive influences that shaped professional subjectivity in the period of history defined by the factory and the firm. The chapters demonstrate how, over the course of many decades, productivity accrued virtue as a framework for living ethically through work. 29 Such a comforting equation requires detailed interrogation in light of the empirical details of inequality outlined earlier. In devising a new take on productivity practices, I join other critics and thinkers engaged in the unpopular task of arguing that productivity is a unit of measure -at best, a self-illuminating practice -rather than a calling. 30 
ProductIvIty as Post-secularIsm
The moral appeal of productivity as it is performed by a specific and influential group of knowledge professionals rests on the term's ability to accommodate a post-secular belief system to guide the expenditure of time and effort. By post-secular, I mean that productivity has a motivational ethos that surpasses, without requiring adherence to, any one cultural belief system or edict. Productivity's capacity to propel activity without recourse to any framework of philosophical purpose marks its present dominant form. While it may be tempting to read productivity as the secular replacement for the original spirit of capitalism, such a reading would imply that there are other spiritual traditions that continue to be welcome in addition to the quest for productivity in labor. The implication of my argument is that, in the West, this has not been the case for some decades. The reason our leaders struggle to account for terrorism, for example, is that the sacred motivations of nonproductive subjects pose the most inconceivable threat to the Euro-American way of life. Max Weber's original reading of Protestantism attributed religious devotion to the work ethic. Adherence to duty inspired sacred favor through material wealth, reinforcing the sense of one's chosen status. 31 As contemporary employers seek to motivate workers from diverse cultural backgrounds, this perspective requires revision. In the current context, productivity is an accommodating signifier that fills the spiritual void of profit-driven corporate culture, generating a self-affirming logic for action. Productivity succeeds as an inclusive if myopic belief structure at a time that workplaces are challenged to celebrate a variety of values without privileging any ideology in particular. In the chapters that follow, we will see how the adoption of popular efficiency techniques, tools, and apps avoids difficult questions of meaning and purpose by emphasizing activity in and of itself. The aim of this book is to trace the genealogy of these time-management efforts, both in and outside the office, to understand how this work-centric worldview became possible. My further intention, given the exhausting amount of purposeless activity apparently taking place, 32 is to ask how practices of professionalism can be reimagined to better situate our labor in relation to cause and consequence. 33 Also guiding this account is the observation that the productivity ideal informing both information technology (it) and workplace design trades on a model of work that is more than a hundred years old. Identifying the origins of time-management tenets reveals how many of the discourses of efficiency inherited from previous eras are ill suited to a world revolutionized by mobile and digital platforms. Scientific management eliminated wasted motion to drive production in the factory and the office at a time that people worked in fixed hours and locations, with measurable inputs and outputs. In today's distributed work worlds, mobile devices turn any location into a potential workplace. What we count as work has also broadened to incorporate the logistical, administrative, and social aspects that accompany the formal demands of most jobs. My analysis, as a scholar of gender and queer life, begins with the observation that the dawn of scientific management was a time of restricted workforce participation and, thus, comparatively simplistic theories of labor composition. Pioneering productivity studies focused on the repetitive manual labor of young, often migrant workers, many of whom were poor women. Assumptions typical of the era established class, gender, and ethnic biases that continue in management theory and practice today. As I will show, the ideas of productivity developed in earlier moments of efficiency measurement hold little credibility in light of findings that suggest coercion in key experiments. Maintaining allegiance to compromised research is not just bad habit. It is symbolic of larger issues affecting the authority of management as a discipline. 34 Given my background in gender and cultural inquiry, I feel a sense of urgency to redress these issues, especially because of the continuing lack of diversity at the senior level in business schools and the combined effect of stem and management degrees that appear largely bereft of feminist thought. 35 This critical absence has significant knock-on effects in the practical world of business, where the diversity industry often floats free of post-structuralist theory or complex philosophies power. I will never forget sitting on a conference call at Intel in 2016 listening to the diversity team explain "intersectionality" to management. A century after the first studies of manufacturing targeted minority workers we are only beginning to see the language of corporate America reflecting the subjectivities on which it has relied for its success. In this book, as in other writing, I try to apply critical theories of gender and management to practical questions in real workplaces, including my own. 36 
structure
This book consists of three parts. Part I, "Theory," tackles the legacy of time-management methods introduced by turn-of-the-twentiethcentury progressivists to optimize work in the office and factory. Chapter 1 considers the personalities and principles that mark the emergence of time management as a science, in the spirit of feminist science and technology studies. Specifically, I note the influence of time-and-motion study in ushering forth the focus on individual performance that productivity regimes continue today. This early work, pioneered by the human factors engineer Lillian Gilbreth, anticipated the link between productivity and athleticism as a compelling vision of workplace accomplishment. As we will see, Gilbreth's articulation of individual outputs with the moral stimulus of self-improvement is the framework through which management regimes encouraged workers to plan and progress their careers for decades. Because Lillian Gilbreth was the wife of the more publicly known management consultant Frank Gilbreth, her position as a founder of human factors engineering and workplace psychology is often overlooked in conventional academic accounts. A growing volume of research documents the substantial contribution made by writers such as Lillian Gilbreth, Ellen Richards, and Christine Frederick in the longer story of scientific management, despite social attitudes that prevented them from being recognized at the time. 37 This history is one of the most exciting discoveries unveiled in the course of my research.
Along with their male peers, these bold and enterprising women used the latest labor-saving theories to advocate for the efficient expenditure of time in work, although their interest was the domestic labor performed by women. Home economists of this generation predate feminist critics who note women's absence in both Marxist and historical accounts and precipitated efforts to compensate domestic activity. 38 Their writing actively promoted housewifery as a noble calling for middle-class women, even if their own lived example failed to follow these recommendations.
Sharing the skills to create orderly routine amid a range of tasks and distractions, this productivity advice tailored to the domestic sphere finds new relevance today as more people find themselves working from home, dealing with constant interruptions from attention-seeking technologies and contending with the ongoing effects of what in my previous book I termed "presence bleed." Turning to the era of home economics, the movement Ellen Richards described as "the art of right living," 39 allows us to see that the productive lifestyle facilitated by software services and "smart home" devices today is hardly novel. It is instead an extension of issues first encountered by women in the margins of industrialization.
Domestic science visionaries also advanced the same principle of productivity that has held for more than a century: a covert reliance on delegated labor both in and outside the home. Engaging with time management's precursors, the women running home enterprises in the interests of greater efficiency, troubles our assumptions about who the first managers actually were. This different take on the history of management allows us to see that "the servant question" that pervaded discussions in polite New England society continues to define the ethical terrain of workplace relations in the present. Today's productivity apps reinscribe the hierarchy of superiority instituted by the female head of the home enterprise. For every TaskRabbit user empowered by outsourcing odd jobs today, connection to this larger history is needed to understand how routine work takes noticeably gendered and racialized forms. 40 Part I also consults original materials and archives to uncover the gendered dynamics that allowed an overriding paternalism to color early initiatives in management theory. A selective rendering of workplace sites and participants, coupled with a pervasive blindness to power dynamics, marked a founding flaw in the documents that established the premise of productivity in academic discourse. Yet subsequent iterations of management thought left these unhelpful first principles in place. The further contribution of this opening chapter is to note that in the shift from the home to the firm, the operating assumption driving efficiency reform in labor switched from spiritual motivations to the pursuit of profit.
Part II, "Practice," provides an analysis of time-management techniques in two popular formats: the self-help book and the mobile app. Appraisal of productivity techniques in both written and digital form shows how time management became a way of life for knowledge professionals seeking affective security amid job volatility. The spike in timemanagement manuals published in the 1970s and 1990s, and the boom in productivity it more recently, reflects distinct generational experiences of white-collar affect. 41 It is hardly incidental that productivity pressures rise in tandem with various economic downturns; the point of comparing the two periods of time-management practice is to note the amount of repetition in advice offered to readers and users. The mantras of timemanagement gurus espoused in manuals and later engineered into software have few empirical bases, even if they offer a kind of consolation at the level of aesthetics, as we will see. Such performative processes are the crucial foundation for productivity as a post-secular activity absent content. To the extent that time management manifests as a distinct genre, the chapters in part II illustrate that there is something structurally predictable in how we are asked to negotiate the changing expectations of knowledge work. My reading reinforces how time-management instruction and adherence have become a necessary form of immaterial labor in an information economy, training workers to embrace their flexibility.
Comparing textual pedagogies of time management with the software services available in app form today establishes the formidable role of self-help genres in the adoption of management common sense. The power of casual citation and mimicry in fashioning authority for time-management techniques gives productivity thinking a necessary cultural weight, confirming its function as "mythology." 42 This is not to discount the material usefulness of time-management training for readers coping with workplace deficiencies of various kinds. In each chapter, I delight in introducing examples that have proved both fun and practical at different times. As in any genre, the degree of predictability that haunts the narratives of these texts provides its own pleasure in the satisfying resolution of lived contradictions. 43 The overriding intent of this middle section of the book is to show that these highly successful popular genres of time management were crucial in encouraging a personalized relationship to efficiency, continuing the initial work of scientific management's prophets and forebears.
Both chapters in part II draw from the writing of the philosopher Peter Sloterdijk to explain the biopolitical turn that sutures career aspiration to self-management. In You Must Change Your Life (2013), Sloterdijk elaborates on the words of Rainer Maria Rilke to produce a theory of the Western individual understood as a practicing subject. The notion of "anthropotechnics" explains the popular tendency throughout history for individuals to engage in various forms of asceticism to improve themselves. 44 Sloterdijk's detailed account of disciplinary regimes and habits is intended to critique the reification of religious practice and thus extends to more secular forms of self-restraint, denial, and training. (A key example is sports.) All of these initiatives are framed in his reading as a response to the feeling of "vertical tension": an awareness of the self within oneself that is haunting one's present insufficiencies. Vertical tension is the perception that there is always something more that one is capable of, a level of self-competence that is not yet achieved and liberated, a degree of excess capacity or potential that can be tapped with the right level of focus. My counter-narrative of management theory over the past century uses this idea to explain how neoliberalism's individualizing discourses enacted a convenient marriage between career ambition and notions of self-worth. Productivity theory traded on our vulnerabilities as practicing subjects, our sense that there may always be more that we can do to prove our contribution and value. In an age of precarity, it is unsurprising that the audience for these feats becomes the potential employer. The capitalist hijacking of self-formation fully exploits our admirable quality of desiring accomplishment, fanning a quest for victories that will never be satisfied or exhausted.
Sloterdijk's practicing individual displays aspects of the self-governing behavior that is customarily attributed to Michel Foucault and Nikolas Rose in their writing on subjectification. 45 Adding a spiritual dimension to these economic and medical diagnoses, Sloterdijk's poetic theory is attractive for highlighting the inner motivation and drive in individuals' efforts to self-realize. Sloterdijk expresses the quest for enhanced efficiency and performance in terms of athleticism. Even colloquially, it is axiomatic that any result can be improved on with a dedicated commitment to training. There is something positive and affirming about this process of goal identification for individuals that typical diagnoses of neoliberalism routinely ignore. In the case of employees, my sense is that this is part of the pleasure of work and its intimacies that I discovered in countless interviews. I have found no better explanation of productivity as it manifests in the work settings of today's information professional than Sloterdijk's concept of athleticism. It is the primary model for career advancement in organizations that foster individual feats of heroism as the hallmarks of success. 46 Sloterdijk writes, "The athlete is meant to want something that is not entirely impossible, but fairly improbable: an unbroken series of victories." 47 The analogy to career progression is clearest when we consider how workers are expected to maintain an unbroken series of appointments that demonstrate ever more profound skills and achievements. So while productivity is not in itself a damaging aim for workers, deep analysis of time-management self-help reveals how striving for personal greatness normalizes the asociality of professional aspiration. In the resource-depleted organization, the ultimate effect of career-oriented athleticism is to render all colleagues competitors. 48 Part III, "Anthropotechnics," brings together my interest in productivity platitudes and Sloterdijk's philosophy to examine the infatuation with mindfulness taking hold in technology and corporate cultures in recent years. Mindfulness practices mobilize aspects of previous timemanagement methods that create awareness and attention to a broader purpose for one's work. In doing so, mindfulness provides a sanctioned mode of disengagement from the social, a defense against the ceaseless expectation of productivity. The sheer popularity of mindfulness in relation to other technology trends -indeed, the extent to which mindfulness programs have become commonplace within tech companies themselves 49 -points to a desire for time out from the non-stop pace of constantly connected work lives. This concern for the belabored self relates to developments in health and wellness services in the workplace as much as it reflects the focus on resilience in activist communities. 50 In the very week that I am revising this manuscript, for example, Intel employees have been invited to join a series of lunchtime webinars to learn the basics of mindful meditation (which I did).
If we adapt the sociological lens of time scholars such as Eviatar Zerubavel, 51 the turn to mindfulness can be seen as a response to the decline in collective opportunities to experience ritual in the workplace. As performed by Silicon Valley personalities, already famous for rejecting the temporality of the buttoned-up office, mindfulness continues an established tradition of finding enlightenment in alternative cultures that smooth the way for more stimulating business transactions.
In contrast, my account of the mindfulness movement explicitly links the desire for self-care through time out with previous versions of labor politics. I suggest that the selfless qualities of meditation have the capacity to refashion a different relationship to time from the one enshrined in the organizational form. The ultimate question raised in chapter 4 is whether an emerging practice of mindful labor can introduce ethics to the pursuit of productivity once the pact between time and selfsovereignty is suspended. Mindful labor may prove the best means currently available to reinsert collegiality and other-oriented concern into the conversation about work futures.
Mindfulness and wellness initiatives are an important opportunity in the broader history of productivity that this book outlines. They introduce the prospect that our dominant attitude toward time could depart from one of possessive individualism to something much more lateral, even collective, in the interests of sustainable livelihoods. In the conclusion of the book I explore alternatives to productivity as a mode of conduct for personal and professional achievement, drawing on my latest research investigating new enterprise activity. The examples chosen shift the typical focus of work from the model of competitive, linear athleticism to something less heroic, even ephemeral. My case studies feature collectives that gather outside the office clock and calendar, experimenting with new forms of collaboration beyond the enterprise. In these "productive atmospheres," workers are developing social worlds that make a virtue of contingency, building communities of support to withstand the anonymizing effects of the job market.
Counterproductive aims to decenter the "individual contributor" as the pinnacle of workplace agency. This objective is inspired by Kathi Weeks and other writers who are developing feminist interpretations of autonomism and workerist principles. 53 In so many debates about the future of work today, we remain trapped in a paranoid register of loss and nostalgia, buoyed by nightmare scenarios of robots and algorithms stealing whatever secure jobs remain. Leaving aside the complexities of this technological transition, in which machine-assisted work will still require our consent and training, this book aims at a different target. Versed in the knowledge of management theories that consistently have exacerbated individual fears throughout history, we must now move the conversation about work from the angst of careers to the cultivation of atmospheres. Understanding the social conditions of our labor not only better reflects the nature of privilege and exploitation -our dependence on one another as we seek freedom from and within work -but it also recognizes the material consequences of our chosen livelihoods on a finite planet.
My concluding provocations therefore offer a set of recommendations for post-work productivity. These principles invite a new attitude toward technology and workplace design: a toolbox with which we can begin to construct durable work worlds in and adjacent to the compromised institutions of labor and its politics. As someone who has regularly moved the location of my professional practice in the search for an accommodating environment, I do not mean for this book to serve as an abstract account of the problem of productivity. I seek fellow travelers interested in developing counterproductive gestures within and outside the organizational forms we inherit, to realize more liberating, cooperative, even selfless experiences. Right now, mindfulness techniques of personal care provide small comfort for the trauma of productivity, a pause button for the drama of days with too much To Do. But placed in the context of a hostile political culture and the malaise that accompanies looming environmental threat, mindfulness may prove pivotal in recognizing the degree of reactivity that attends our public conversations as much as our everyday work. Consumer-led software innovation, coupled with other attributes of a sharing economy, provides a nascent infrastructure for a renewed sense of perspective and solidarity in the wake of the bureaucratic organization. For the good of the planet and our health, this generation's labor movement has no choice but to be collective in mind and spirit. method I should admit that I draw heavily on Sloterdijk's You Must Change Your Life as both a generative model and an act of homage. I encountered the text at a time of profound personal transition, having left my home in Australian academia for the unknown world of American high tech. I found solace in the book's message, which helped me understand why I so regularly seek new horizons for my thinking and writing. It gave me comfort to know that my serial attraction to transformation and self-realization has precedent dating back thousands of years. That said, Sloterdijk's characteristically confident missive had little to offer when I faced the realization that few colleagues from my previous life seemed destined to join me on this journey. Having moved my work to an industry audience, I struggle to maintain connection with close academic colleagues and friends whose personal productivity pressures leave little time for an e-mail or a Skype date. Feeling overwhelmed by a new job and a new country while writing this book exacerbated what were already unhelpful habits of stress accumulation, angst internalization, and social avoidance. While I have often been described as "productive" (a word I never took as a compliment), the fact that my health suffered in my new location left me feeling lost and without bearings. All of my usual metrics for workplace performance and inclusion seemed lacking, and I did not know where to find them. The irony of this experience continues to plague me, given the motivations uncovered by reflecting on my past and my mother's illness.
For Sloterdijk, anthropotechnics is an other-oriented ethics. It welcomes and celebrates a diversity of ascetic practices as long as these efforts advance the shared project of planetary survival, or "co-immunity." Emerging from his Spheres trilogy, 54 the concept of co-immunity provides a connection among "bubbles," the psychological and spatial support structures individuals develop as protection from the traumatic contaminants of the outside world. In the best possible light, I view productivity practices as so many variations of this need for personal insulation. Productivity genres summon a membrane of protection against the aggressive climate of a capitalist economy and the private worries of an interior world. In the bubble of personal productivity, the practicing subject finds a more accommodating environment than the formal genres of management surveillance. Productive atmospheres enable selfpropelling support systems that may prove more sustainable than previous identities forged through labor. These are the best intentions we can bestow on the examples of co-immunity illustrated in this book.
Adopting this framework has limitations, however. Taken literally, there is no guarantee that elite workers concentrated in particular neighborhoods will offer sanctuary to those whose unproductive lifestyles prove questionable. In Chaos Monkeys (2016), his caustic account of life at Facebook and Twitter, Antonio Garcia Martinez captures the zeitgeist of modern-day San Francisco when he writes that Californians will "step right over a homeless person on their way to a mindfulness yoga class":
It's a society in which all men and women live in their own self-contained bubble, unattached to traditional anchors like family or religion, and largely unperturbed by outside social forces like income inequality or the Syrian Civil War. . . . Ultimately, the Valley attitude is an empowered anomie turbocharged by selfishness, respecting some nominal "feel-good" principles of progress or collective technological striving, but in truth pursuing a continual self-development refracted through the capitalist prism: hippies with a capitalization table and a vesting schedule. 55 Like the world-changing rhetoric of so many startup entrepreneurs, productivity always risks being a solipsistic performance, a belief structure premised on individual sovereignty. It assumes that both time and one's self can be known and conquered through the exercise of determined will. This is why productivity has become such an accommodating capsule for contemporary notions of freedom: being productive, we embrace a pressing sense of responsibility to carry out tasks that appear obvious and necessary in a broader catalogue of things that always need doing. The effect of this circularity is to obviate the need for frank conversations about morality or virtue, which can be related only to the distribution of work and of wealth at a time of growing inequality. 56 The simultaneous discipline and arrogance involved in the quest to master time is fallibly human. It is not incidental that the productivity imperative holds prominence as we enter an era some are calling "platform capitalism" -that is, an economy and a society increasingly built by software engineers. 57 Time management's delegation dynamic appeals to the programmer mind set, which, after all, continues to trade on the language of masters and slaves in delivering the infrastructures of command and control. But productivity has shaped professional subjectivity in each period of capitalist enterprise. When we covet productivity in the present, we rarely consider its relationship to the manifold conditions that transformed work and home over the course of a century. Among these, a partial list would mention the decline in domestic servants, the shrinking size of families, the persistent presence of women in paid work across every class bracket, the character and location of housing, increased life expectancy, the passions of religious belief, the availability of information, education and communication media, and the growth in cheap and powerful computation devices. Together, these and many other developments have placed greater expectations on individuals to navigate their own course through life as secular organizations retreat from the obligation of resource provision. I crave more substantial encounters among anthropology, history, information and computer sciences, design, engineering, management, and gender and cultural studies to account for these manifold developments. Of course, the very forces of productivity that I explore here are some of the most prominent obstacles that prevent such writing from occurring.
My earlier study of information professionals made a feature of sharing participants' experiences in their own words. In Work's Intimacy, I deliberately wanted the workers to speak for themselves. In situ interviews were critical for revealing just how fraught the vocabulary for social contribution through work had become. In the late 2000s, employees felt torn between the competing pleasures and constraints of digitally mediated jobs. Their legitimate gratitude for workplace flexibility assisted by mobile devices made them feel lucky to work wherever they could. At the same time, the very character of work, and what productive labor actually meant to them, remained largely unexamined. This left a fair proportion of study participants unable to "count" as "work" the growing habits of checking email, anticipating contact, and using personal time to catch up on tasks left aside in the service of other, presumably more urgent duties. At this juncture, maintaining a reliable, responsive, available, and competent professional persona was considered a necessary evil, despite the damage this might have wrought to health, families, and friends. For this book, I consult the past, and some distinctly unfashionable artifacts, to track the origins of the discursive formations routinely invoked in my previous project. I always suspected a degree of repetition would become apparent in the common neuroses arising around productivity; indeed, I saw value in sharing this simple observation, imagining it might be empowering for workers to feel less lonely in their encounter with intensifying workloads.
The consistent interest in productivity techniques I have found in popular culture over the course of many decades shows that optimizing output is hardly a recent concern. Nor is productivity solely the domain of managers at the forefront of economics and industry. Our ability to organize ourselves and our work is a chronic source of professional anxiety. From the materials assembled in this book, we can note that it is a burden carried especially by workers with little power in organizational hierarchies and whose jobs lack clearly measurable outputs. While these findings and methods map on to my disciplinary training in gender and cultural studies, English literature, and sociology, I am also excited that this work has led me to new audiences in science and technology studies, critical management studies, feminist media studies and software studies. These hybrid conversations are only going to be more necessary as our work and home lives become algorithmically mediated. By placing scientific management and its myths of origin under scrutiny, we can question the functions served by productivity's self-perfecting impulse when the social, material, and spiritual rewards for labor are no longer so obvious -not least because of the same processes of software engineering that give rise to the dawning data economy. My hope is that this book offers a more accurate and beneficial discussion of work in the past and present so that employees of the future may not only understand the true value of their many contributions but, in so doing, entertain a broader set of options for making a life around a living.
